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ABSTRACT 

 

This paper evaluates the security of wireless communication network based on the fuzzy logic in Mat lab. A 

new algorithm is proposed and evaluated which is the hybrid algorithm. We highlight the valuable assets in 

designing of wireless network communication system based on network simulator (NS2), which is crucial to 

protect security of the systems. Block cipher algorithms are evaluated by using fuzzy logics and a hybrid 

algorithm is proposed. Both algorithms are evaluated in term of the security level. Logic (AND) is used in 

the rules of modelling and Mamdani Style is used for the evaluations 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
 

Information security is the protection of information and its critical elements, including the 

system and the hardware that process, store, and transmit that information. Cryptography plays an 

important role in today’s digital world. Many cryptographic techniques have been developed to 

meet the various requirements arising from applications [1][2]. 
 

Cryptographic algorithm, which is also called a cipher, is the mathematical function used for 

encryption and decryption. Generally, there are two related functions: one for encryption and the 

other for decryption [3]. Encryption/decryption protects information from being used by the 

attacker. Encryption/decryption is a security mechanism where cipher algorithms are applied 

together with a secret key to encrypt data so that they are unreadable if they are intercepted 

[4][5][6]. Encryption algorithm characteristics that were considered for the development of 

metrics are type, complexity, and attack [7]. 
 

Network simulator (NS2) is employed to design wireless communication networks and evaluate 

security. Two programming languages are used to convert plain text to cipher text, which are 

terminal command language (TCL) and C++. Compare to the other network simulation tools, The 

NS2 is an important mean for network research because of its advantages of flexibility, high 

efficiency, low cost, and unlimited number of nodes for network design. It is designed for Unix 

systems but runs under Windows CygWin as well; It is freely available for research and 

education purposes [4][8]. 

 

Fuzzy inference systems (FISs) are also known as fuzzy rule based systems, fuzzy model, fuzzy 

expert system, and fuzzy associative memory. This is a major unit of a fuzzy logic system. The 

decision-making is an important part of the entire system. The FIS formulates suitable rules and 
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based upon the rules the decision is made. This is mainly based on the concepts of the fuzzy set 

theory, fuzzy IF-THEN rules, and fuzzy reasoning [3]. 

 

In this research, we use the fuzzy logic m- file in Mat lab for the security evaluation of wireless 

networks. After we study the existing algorithms, we propose a new algorithm, hybrid system, for 

wireless network communication security. The traditional algorithm, novel algorithm, clock 

cipher algorithm, and the proposed algorithm are evaluated to highlight the security level of the 

new algorithm. We employ Mamdani style for the evaluations and logic (AND) for modelling. 
 

2. PREVIOUS WORKS AND THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM 
 

The security of wireless communication network has been widely studied by researchers. [9] 

performs a comparative study between DES, 3DES and AES. The comparison is presented into 

nine factors, which are key length, cipher type, block size, developed, cryptanalysis resistance, 

security, possibility key, Possible ACSII printable character keys, time required to check all 

possible keys at 50 billion second. These eligible proved that the AES is better than DES and 

3DES. A novel network security evaluation method framework, with a comprehensive analysis of 

the Multiple Attribute Decision Making (MADM) theory is discussed in [10]. This framework 

constructed a measurement model of network security, and normalizes the measurement process. 

It also provided specific evaluation methods for satisfying the practical requirements. There in 

after, an example of network worm propagation evaluation is illustrated. In comparison to the 

existing evaluation methods, their methods are more comprehensive and scientific, which can 

make the rank preference order of each worm life cycle stage of each worm defence strategy. The 

approach in [10] makes a contribution to the standardization and Scientific of the network 

security evaluation process. 
 

A cryptographic algorithms (RC5) is also evaluated in [11]. Blowfish and DES block cipher 

algorithms were compared by using C# program. Comparative analysis of RC5, Blowfish and 

DES is performed with a set of input files and evaluated the encryption and decryption time. The 

results conclude that RC5 is 1.54 times faster than Blowfish and 2.57 times faster than DES. The 

results also conclude that the performance of Blowfish algorithm is inversely proportional to key 

size, if key size increases, the performance decreases and vice-versa. In resource utilization point 

of view, RC5 utilize extra memory compared to Blowfish and DES, while CPU utilization is 

approximately the same for all these three algorithms. So RC5 block cipher algorithm is faster 

and simpler than Blowfish and DES block cipher algorithms. Using RC5 is beneficial where the 

high encryption rate is required [11]. 
 

NS2 is employed in [12] to simulate the end user performance of the wireless network consisting 

of two access points and five nodes for variable data and transmission rate of the nodes. The 

simulation results about network behaviour. First variable throughput and transmission rate for 

the nodes of access point 1 and access point 2, the performance of the network remains constant 

and there is high fluctuation for a single node. Second comparative study between packet drop 

rate and transmission rate for the nodes of Access point 1 and Access point 2 in [12] shows that 

the performances of the observed networks differ and there is high fluctuation for a single node in 

a 3 node network. A third important feature of performance study is an average packets end to 

end delay and transmission rate for the nodes of access point 1 and access point 2. The 

performance of the whole network is finding to be transient initially, but it comes to a stable state 

after a certain amount of time [12]. 
 

A performance evaluation of different symmetric algorithms is studied in [13]. The selected 

algorithms are AES, DES, 3DES, RC6, Blowfish and RC2.Several points can be concluded from 

the simulation results and it is found that Blowfish provides the best performance among all 

algorithms. Then after that the best algorithm which consumes less power, and less time is RC6. 
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Also the worst approach among all the algorithms in terms of CPU load is RC2 because it leads to 

heavy workload of CPU as it is very time consuming factor [13]. 
 

Two of the common cipher techniques are stream cipher and block cipher. Both are well studied 

and implemented in the current cipher systems [14] [15]. Stream cipher, which is a symmetric key 

cipher technique, is a technique of combining some plaintext data digits with a digit stream of 

pseudo-random cipher that is known as keystream. The cipher text stream digits in stream cipher 

are generated by encrypting each digit of the plaintext with the specified digit of the keystream 

separately. The encryptions of the digits are dependent on the cipher state at the time. Therefore, 

it is called state cipher. In stream cipher exclusive-or (XOR) is employed as bit operation to 

implement the cipher technique [14]. 
 

Unlike stream cipher, block cipher is a scheme of encryption and decryption where instead of a 

digit we treat with a clock of digits of the plaintext digits. The scheme generates an equal size 

ciphertext block with the chosen block of the plaintext. In most cases, the block cipher has a 

structure of  Feistel which has multi identical processing rounds. Half of the processed data is 

substituted in each round and the two halves are interchanged and put after the substituted half. 

The main goal is to expand the original key as technique to use different key for each round [15]. 

 

Both stream and clock cipher has pro and cons. However, we could improve the performance by 

taking the advantage of both of them and combine them in one technique. We name the new 

technique as Hybrid Algorithm which is a new combination of the previous two algorithms. We 

combine both algorithm and control them. One of the new idea we use is controlling the new 

algorithm by the user. There is a communication between the transmitter and receiver of the 

information bits. We evaluated the new algorithm by comparing the performances and study the 

security of the wireless communication network. We change the algorithm according to the 

network supervisor as it is shown in Figure 1. 
 

 
 

Figure 1. The Diagram of the Hybrid Algorithm. 

 

3. SYSTEM MODELLING  
 

A wireless communication network is designed and developed by utilizing NS2 package. 

Network security algorithms, such as stream cipher and Block cipher, are employed for 

exchanging the information between the nodes. We change the algorithm according to the 

network supervisor as it is illustrated in Figure 1. The security of the wireless network by using 

fuzzy logic for Hybrid algorithm (stream cipher with Block cipher) and conventional block cipher 

algorithms is evaluated. We compare both algorithms for network security. Evaluating the Block 
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cipher, it can be noted that this algorithm has weaknesses and it can be broken by the hackers 

easily. 
 

The fuzzy logic tool has been widely used for modelling of the evaluation of the network security 

algorithms. Figure 2 shows a case where only traditional algorithm is used for network security 

evaluation by using three measures. 
 

 
 

Figure 2. The Variable Input and Output of the Traditional Algorithm 

 

It is proven that the networks security depends on the algorithm that is used in the networks. The 

results of the evaluations show that it is necessary we to develop the algorithms to be more 

sophisticated so that we can improve the security of the networks and Figure 3 shows this fact. 

The new algorithm is evaluated by using Fuzzy logic. 
 

 
 

Figure 3. The Variable Input and Output Functions of the Hybrid Algorithm 

 

3.1 DESIGN AND SIMULATION  
 

The results reveal that the network security is limited based on the utilized algorithm in the 

network evaluation. The first set of experiments (Table 1), it can be noted that if the conventional 

algorithm is used for network security, only in few cases the system has good security. For 

instance, only a case with the following parameters: key Size =512 bits, block size=64 bits, and 
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number of rounds =64 has a good security as it’s shown in Table 1. Table 1 contains the results 

for the cases where three measures are used for the network security evaluation. It can be noted 

that the more sophisticated algorithm is used, the better security of the network is achieved. This 

fact can be seen in the second set of experiments where five measures are used for the network 

security evaluation. Table 2 shows the improvements of the second experiments which uses the 

proposed method of the evaluation. It can be noted that increasing the measures improves the 

security of the network. 
 

Table 1. The Modelling Results of the Traditional Algorithm using Mamdani Style. 

 

 
 

4. ANALYSIS OF THE HYBRID ALGORITHM  
 

A wireless network is designed based on a hybrid algorithm of network security by using NS2 

based on TCL and C++ programs. We also evaluated the networks for the conventional and the 

hybrid algorithm. Evaluating the network securities by using fuzzy logic, we can conclude the 

followings: 
 

• Cryptography algorithms (block cipher) is used to secure information in designing of 

wireless network for data package transfer between nodes. 
 

• Improving the security of a wireless network is still a complicated process and it requires 

periodical evaluations. Building security of wireless network systems requires a 

comprehensive security model referring to results of the modelling of evaluation. 
 

• Different metrics of conventional algorithms, key length of stream cipher and sequence 

code are used as measures to improve the security level of the network. It is noticed in the 

results in Table 1 and Table 2 that the structure of the crypto algorithms effect on security 

level. The structure and controlling of the algorithm effect on security level. 
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Table 2. The Modelling Results of Hybrid Algorithm Using Mamdani Style. 

 

 
 

• The fuzzy logic is used to evaluate the complexity of the wireless network, then the given 

parameters of the conventional algorithm, the key length of stream cipher algorithm, and 

sequence code for modelling are used to choose more secure algorithms and select a 

secure structure. Fuzzy logics have facility tools to evaluate the security of the network. 

 

• Some novelties of this work compared to the others designs, are: a. in this work the 

security evaluation of network based on five metrics of cryptographic algorithms are 

used, while other projects have used only three metrics. b. compare to existing modelling 

and techniques that are used, the model which is used in this work has more facility. 
 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
 

The hybrid algorithm is proposed and used to secure information in the wireless network design 

for data package transfer between the nodes. 65 mobile node wireless networks for the network 

simulation are constructed and NS2 is employed to study and analyse the performance of the 

network. The evaluation modelling results reveal that a comprehensive security model is required 

to develop the security of wireless network systems. As the security of wireless network is still a 

complicated process, it needs a periodical evaluation. Utilizing the fuzzy logic for the evaluation 

of the complexity of the wireless network, we proved that the hybrid system is more complex 

than conventional system for security in the wireless network and it has a better performance. 
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